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Business are required by law to provide fire
safety training which can help prevent
what is potentially the worst disaster which
can occur for anyorganisation. Those
responsible for workplaces must provide
staff with suitable, sufficient and
appropriate training to help prevent the
outbreak of fire and limit the risks of fire
breaking out.Prevention is the key and
our courses are designed to help
businesses fulfil their legal obligations as
well as help ensure the safety of their
employees and visitors.

Who is this training for?

Test and Certifications:

Detecting a blaze at work.

At the end of the course you will be given
a test of 20 multiple choice questions. The
required pass rate is 85%.

The different types of fire and what extinguishers can be used.

You will be able to download and print (if
required) a digital certificate on
completion of the course.

Understanding of the key legislation involving fire safety.

Main course certificates last 3 years.
(Refresher courses are available and
recommended every 12 months).

Understanding of the different types of fire and what the causes may be.

This course is aimed at all employees to assist them in identifying and
reducing the risk that fire presents in the workplace and it is a cost
effective way for employers to fulfil their legal obligation to provide
their employees with the necessary understanding of fire awareness.
What does the course cover?

Introduction.
The Regulatory Reform Fire Safety Order 2005.
The Fire Triangle.
Fire Prevention.

Training Outcomes:

The legal requirement for workplace safety.
The Fire Training and how it may be used.
Understanding of what fire extinguishers to use.

Video Presentations.

Interactive games.

Test and Certification.

“The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 applies to all
non-domestic premises in England and Wales. The law applies
to you if you are responsible for business premises, an employer
or selfemployed with business premises, a charity or voluntary
organisation or a contractor with a degree of control over any
premises.”
Health and Safety Executive - HSE
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